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in the box of the camera there is an owner's manual which includes a wiring diagram and some

general information about the camera. if you are able to take the camera apart, there is an excellent
website on the net with a lot of detailed information on the inside of the camera. it can be found

here: [url= > keychain usb mini digital camera driver download title: digital camera with keychain
and sony ericsson mobile phone weblog: camera hacker excerpt: i have a fotoray digital camera with
keychain and sony ericsson mobile phone. and my mobile phone is ericsson w8110. which phone can
i use with my digital camera? and what is the wireless memory? title: keychain digital camera [url=

weblog: camera hacker excerpt: hi, does anybody know how to attach your digital camera to the
keychain? can you attach a mobile phone to a keychain camera? i have a digital camera with a

keychain attachment. i don't know if i can attach my phone to it. any suggestions? thanks. tracked:
thu, 28 jul 2007 23:18:27 +0000 the keychain camera uses a standard usb connection to transfer

the photos or video recorded to a computer. below is a list of the steps to connect your camera to a
computer using a usb cable and transfer the photos from the camera to the computer. steps: now

that you've got a super-cool photo-taking keychain camera that won't let you down, it's time to say
goodbye to those bulky brick-shaped usb cables. that's right - you can now take your digital cameras

anywhere with the fantastic akaso keys ultra.
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how can i get the video from the mini camera to play on my computer? i know the camera uses flash
memory and not a hard drive. is it possible to setup my computer to read the memory from the

camera? i can play all my digital video on my computer except the one i took with the camera. it will
play if i play the digital video with my computer, but it wont play on my computer. it wont play on
my brothers computer or his cell phone. is there a special software that you use to view the video
that i could use on my computer? i need to be able to see the clock that was on the mini camera i

took. i have a brother that can view the video on his computer that has a built in recorder that saves
it to a hard drive. can i view the recorder that was used on the mini camera and copy the video? the
zipped file from the driver is about 48mb. that is much smaller than the original file from the driver
from digicam-driver.com. is there any way i can unzip the driver so that it is a suitable size for my

computer to play? i need to know how to unzip it with an unzip program that is supported by
microsoft.i have windows vista. i thought it would have an additional feature to unzip and unpack

files. this is for information only. i have no intention of using a program to unzip and unpack drivers. i
want to use my original driver as it was intended when it was downloaded from the web site. i have

windows vista. i thought it would have an additional feature to unzip and unpack files. this is for
information only. i have no intention of using a program to unzip and unpack drivers. i want to use

my original driver as it was intended when it was downloaded from the web site. 5ec8ef588b
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